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Abstract

As the number and diversity of electronic commerce

participants grows, the complexity of purchasing

from a vast and dynamic array of goods and ser-

vices needs to be hidden from the end user. Putting

the complexity into the commerce system instead

means providing exible middleware for enabling

commerce within di�erent commercial communities.

In this paper, we present one such commerce mid-

dleware component | an Auction Manager de-

signed to simplify and automate both the creation of

new markets and the matching of users to existing

markets. The Auction Manager determines which

markets are appropriate for a given buyer or seller

using market-speci�c inference rules applied to the

current market o�erings. We also show how these

same inference rules can be used by the Auction

Manager to automatically compose and decompose

market o�erings to respond to changing conditions

within the marketplace. Finally, we describe how

the Auction Manager provides a focal point for ex-

pressing policy decisions such as how much to charge

for starting and running auctions, as well as who and

when to charge.

1 Introduction

At the level of individual computers, operating sys-

tems shield applications from system details by pro-

viding direct access to general system services. In

the same way, middleware supports transparency in

remote services provided over networked informa-

tion systems. In the realm of electronic commerce,

the role of middleware is to support the basic op-

erations that might take place within a commercial

interaction. Although the varieties of commerce ac-

tivities are legion, as long as they share some fun-

damental components, reusable middleware services

can o�er substantial leverage. For example, the fun-

damental step of executing an exchange transaction

is common to many contexts, and so general infras-

tructure supporting this operation will have many

uses.

A signi�cant burden of middleware, however, is to

support a diversity of commercial communities|

equity and commoditymarkets, manufacturing sup-

plier chains, mail-order retail, and publishing, just

to name a few. Each such community comes with

its own particular vocabularies, institutions, and

conventions, evolved for its own purposes and en-

trenched to varying degrees. This suggests that

despite any fundamental commonalities, commerce

middleware services need to be exible and exten-

sible to support (at least) the range of practices we

�nd in the natural commercial world.

An agent wishing to participate in a commercial

interaction (an exchange of some good or service,

which we generically call a good) must face each of

the following questions on entry to a commerce en-

vironment:

1. How can I describe what I want to exchange?

2. Where can I exchange the good and under what

terms?

3. Who can I exchange with?

4. How can we execute the transaction?



Addressing each of these questions constitutes a step

in a comprehensive commerce process. More spe-

cialized commerce environments, such as business-

to-consumer commerce, might include additional

steps such as promotion. The role of commerce mid-

dleware is to serve agents taking these steps. One

can conceive of reusable support services targeted at

individual steps (or parts of steps), or those span-

ning multiple steps [9].

Probably the most well-de�ned of these steps is the

fourth|executing the transaction|and indeed, the

largest share of middleware services termed \elec-

tronic commerce" primarily address this step. Early

payment protocols, such as those developed by First

Virtual (http://www.�rstvirtual.com/) and Digi-

cash (http://www.digicash.com/), as well as pro-

posed generic frameworks [11], clearly fall in this

category. As pointed out by MacKie-Mason and

White [14], even this relatively circumscribed step

presents interesting design choices along many di-

mensions.

Probably the least well-de�ned step is the �rst|

describing the good. Ongoing work in develop-

ing descriptive metadata for e-commerce ranges

from formalizing license terms descriptions [19] to

more ad hoc discussions of XML-based content

de�nitions such as CommerceNet's XML exchange

(http://www.xmlx.com).

In this paper, we focus on middleware services

for step two. However, we build on the growing

presence and increasing understanding of the value

of on-line auctions [20] for step three|setting the

terms of an agreement and matching buyers with

sellers.

We describe here an Auction Manager, a commerce

middleware component designed to simplify and au-

tomate both the creation of new markets and the

matching of agents to existing markets. Some stan-

dalone products aim to provide some of this func-

tion. For example, shopping agents, such as Bargain

Finder (http://bf.cstar.ac.com/bf) and Jango [6]

(http://www.jango.com), provide consumers with

compilations of Internet vendors' prices for products

such as music CDs or software. In contrast, middle-

ware for this type of task is more infrastructural,

serving individual functions as generally as possi-

ble, in the context of supporting an overall com-

merce process. In particular, generic infrastructure

for step two could not assume a market model where

vendors announce a �xed price for consumers to take

or leave. Rather, there might be many modes of

negotiation, which market-matching services should

take into account in identifying potential matches.

The Auction Manager operates within a dynamic

environment, by matching descriptions of goods to

existing markets and, when appropriate, creating

new markets. While market is often used as a non-

technical term, we use it here to refer speci�cally to

an auction and its authorized types of participat-

ing agents (e.g., stock markets permit only certain

authorized broker agent types to participate).

Implicit in the Auction Manager's support for

market-matching operations are questions of mar-

ket policy. For example, when and for what goods

should new markets be started? How does the sys-

tem account for market creation costs? How are

community rules, norms, and objectives (if any)

expressed|through regulations or incentives?

The Auction Manager was built as part of the Uni-

versity of Michigan Digital Library [2] (UMDL)

commerce infrastructure. Whereas UMDL's goal is

the provision of library services to library users, the

explict realization of that goal is to provide a com-

merce infrastructure that supports the process of

describing, locating, and negotiating for a wide va-

riety of information services.

However, this commerce infrastructure is not re-

stricted or speci�c to digital libraries. Since UMDL

cannot know at design-time what services will be

available in the future or what the best negotia-

tion mechanisms are for any given situation, its lan-

guages and protocols have been designed for exi-

bility and extensibility. One of the advantages of

this exibility is that UMDL provides a testbed, al-

lowing us to experiment with di�erent mechanisms

in di�erent contexts.

Within the UMDL, library exchanges focus on

a particular kind of good|information services.

Therefore, in the next sections we often refer to

goods when describing abstract exchanges, while

referring to particular information services in our

more concrete examples.

In the next section, we describe our generic com-

merce infrastructure. Our main aim is not to de-

scribe the existing UMDL architecture1 in detail,

but to give an overview of the context in which the

1Ongoing UMDL work can be found at

http://www.si.umich.edu/UMDL.



Auction Manager operates. In Sections 3 and 4, we

focus on the commerce middleware services of the

Auction Manager.

2 Commerce Infrastructure

Overview

One part of the commerce infrastructure is the inter-

action framework: description languages for goods,

and negotiation and exchange protocols, which we

describe in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The second part

comprises the various infrastructure components,

described in Section 2.3, which simplify and auto-

mate the use of these languages and protocols.

2.1 Description languages for goods

Description languages, or ontologies [8], permit a

large number of potential goods and their attributes

to be captured as a taxonomy. Using these struc-

tured objects, we can identify and reason about

classes of goods [4]|a powerful base for reusable

automation.

For example, one common library service is that of

answering queries. A query planning service will,

based upon the user's query, search the appropriate

collections for relevant items, possibly employing a

thesaurus or other indexing service. Query plan-

ning services may di�erentiate themselves through

the di�erent attributes associated with them, such

as target audience (Professional, High School, Mid-

dle School), topic (Science, Art, Literature), and

recommending organization (ACM, IEEE, National

Education Association). Figure 1 shows a simple

taxonomy of possible query planning audience and

topic attributes.

All Audiences

Middle School High School College

SchoolGeneral Professional

All Topics

AstronomyBiology

Science Art

Black Holes Quasars

Figure 1: Query Planning: audience and topic at-

tributes

Clearly High School audiences are just a particular

kind of School audiences and Astronomy topics are a

subclass of Science topics. Thus, a service that can

respond to queries about High School Science will

also be able to respond to queries about High School

Astronomy. We discuss the opportunities, and spe-

cial considerations, involved in using this sort of in-

ferencing to match agents with markets in Section

3.1.

2.2 Negotiation

Given the enormous number of potential goods and

the dynamic conditions of the marketplace, there

is a concomitant need for a variety of negotiation

mechanisms. For example, if a seller has a monopoly

good in the current marketplace, the same good

would be sold under very di�erent terms than in

a more competitive marketplace.

Auctions, which are simply a set of rules for deter-

mining a price and/or allocation based on a bid-

ding protocol [16], provide a very exible negotia-

tion framework|each di�erent auction institution

can have a large e�ect on trading outcome. In ef-

fect, auctions are just another service|they pro-

vide matching and price setting for buyers and sell-

ers. Auctions also promote automated negotiation

through the following characteristics:

� Mediated

Every buyer does not have separately �nd and

contact every seller.

� Price, not barter

Price minimizes and simpli�es communication.

� Formal

Standardized, structured o�ers and auction

rules simplify communication as well as pro-

cessing of o�ers.

We capture information about the di�erent auction

rules and protocols in a compact, reusable manner

by using parameterized auction descriptions [18, 25].

For example, an auction's attributes include how of-

ten it clears, its price determination rules (e.g., �rst

price, second price), the allowed number of buyers

and sellers, as well as what information is publicly

available. A Vickrey auction can be described as

having a price determination rule of second price,

many buyers and one seller, and where the pub-

licly available information does not include the bids

(since it is sealed-bid). By changing these kind of



auction parameters, we would expect to get a wide

variety of behaviors and outcomes. These param-

eterized auction descriptions provide a description

language, or standard vocabulary, for auctions.

2.3 Infrastructure components

Infrastructure components simplify, augment, and

automate the use of the underlying goods and ser-

vices description languages. They do this by en-

capsulating reusable services common to di�erent

steps in the commerce process. We describe our

commerce infrastructure components below, as they

would be invoked in a typical scenario, diagrammed

in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Infrastructure components

Initially, every agent or auction registers with the

Registrar (not pictured) and receives an agent-id or

auction-id, which uniquely identi�es it and is used

for communication within the system.

Step one in the information exchange process is for a

buyer or seller agent to describe what good it wishes

to exchange. For example, agents might describe

the particular kind of query planning service they

are providing or seeking in terms de�ned in some

standard vocabulary. An agent sends this service

description to the Service Classi�er [22]. The Ser-

vice Classi�er classi�es the service within a compre-

hensive taxonomy of information services and re-

sponds with a service label. The service label acts

as a tag identifying a classi�ed service within the

system.

In step two, agents want to locate auctions where

they can buy or sell the service. An agent sends

the service label to the Auction Manager, adding

information about particular auction attributes if

they wish. The Auction Manager informs an agent

of existing auctions for that service or, if necessary,

creates a new auction.

In step three, each agent chooses one or more auc-

tions to participate in. Buyer and seller agents are

matched and a transaction price is set according to

the rules of the auction. In the last step, the two

agents transact and exchange the service.

3 Market Management Services

In this section, we focus on the market management

services encapsulated by the Auction Manager. In

the process of building and using the Auction Man-

ager service within UMDL, we identi�ed three core

services: marketmatching for buyers and sellers, no-

ti�cation of new markets, and data collection and in-

formation dissemination. We describe each of these

services below. For our examples, we use the query

planning services introduced in Section 2.1.

3.1 Market matching

In a large-scale and dynamic commerce environ-

ment, the Auction Manager's role of matching

agents with the appropriate markets is nontrivial.

If the exact market that the agent has requested

exists, then all the Auction Manager has to do is

return that market. However, given the wide vari-

ety of possible service and market descriptions, an

exact match may not exist. Even if an exact match

exists, the agent may wish to know about all mar-

kets in which it could trade|there may be tradeo�s

between price and quality that only the agent can

make. For example, suppose there are two query

planning markets: one in High School Science, and

one in High School Astronomy. If the High School

Astronomy market is smaller and the quality higher

(because it is more specialized), then the price may

be higher. An agent wanting High School Astron-

omy query planning has to make a choice between

the higher quality of the Astronomy market versus

the lower price of the more general Science market.

Given that we can express these di�erent goods and

markets in some description language, how do we

reason about them in a market context? In par-

ticular, what kinds of market-speci�c operators and



inference rules are needed?

3.1.1 Market-speci�c operators

In the query planning service example above, we

have made some assumptions about what it means

in the taxonomy for the topic Science to be more

general than Astronomy in a market context. How-

ever, there are a number of di�erent ways in which

we could interpret this taxonomy.

Consider the di�erence between a Science query

planning service that is composed of bundled As-

tronomy and biology query planners and one that

makes undi�erentiated queries across any and all

Science sources. We can describe the bundled (
N
)

technology as one that can be easily decomposed, or

unbundled, into several subparts whereas an undif-

ferentiated (
J
) technology cannot. Next, assuming

that Science can be unbundled into separate Astron-

omy and Biology query planners, is it the buyer or

seller who chooses which service will be used? We

describe buyer's choice using the operator iB and

seller's choice with iS .

These four logical operators on market descriptions

are shown below:

Operator Example Meaning
iB [class c] iB [Science] Buyer's choice of

subclasses of Science
iS [class c] iS [Science] Seller's choice of

subclasses of ScienceN
[class c]

N
[Science] Bundled subclasses

of ScienceJ
[class c]

J
[Science] Undi�erentiated

Science

In the case of query planning services, it seems un-

likely that a buyer is going to want to let the seller

choose the topic (i.e., seller's choice). Indeed, within

the UMDL, we make the default assumption that all

query planning services are buyer's choice, consid-

erably simplifying the search for related markets.

However, for other goods seller's choice is a reason-

able operator. Consider a newspaper subscription|

subscribers don't choose the articles that appear in

each day's paper. In a buyer's choice article market,

buyers would pick and choose among available ar-

ticles, essentially creating their own customized pa-

per. Each of these two choice operators composes

individual articles into a di�erent, more abstract,

bundled article market.

The idea of bundled goods is far from new, and

has been generally addressed in economic litera-

ture as an alternative technique for price discrimi-

nation [17]. By reducing the dispersion in consumer

tastes across di�erent bundles a seller can often ex-

tract more value from transactions than uniform

pricing would. Although historically goods have of-

ten been unpro�table to bundle, in the case of in-

formation goods and services (with marginal costs

close to zero) selling bundled goods can yield higher

pro�ts and greater e�ciency than selling them sep-

arately [3]. One ongoing �eld trial in this area

includes the PEAK project, o�ering Elsevier jour-

nal articles with di�erent experimental bundles and

prices [13].

What we introduce here is the ability of the buyer or

seller to choose a sub-bundle of the bundled goods,

as de�ned in Table 2. These are not the only possi-

ble ways of choosing sub-bundles; the set of market

operators could be extended.

Operator De�nition

Bundle
N

[superclass] �N
[
N

[class1]; : : : ;
N

[classn]]

Example
N

[Science] �N
[
N

[Astronomy];
N

[Biology]]

Buyer's i
B [superclass] �

Choice Buyer chooses one of

i
B [class1]; : : : ;

i
B [classn]

Example i
B [Science] �

Buyer chooses one of

i
B [Astronomy] or iB [Biology]

Seller's iS [superclass] �

Choice Seller chooses one of

iS [class1]; : : : ;
iS [classn]

Example iS [Science] �

Seller chooses one of

iS [Astronomy] or iS [Biology]

Table 2: Market Operator De�nitions.

In the next section, we describe how to use this no-

tation for automatic matching of buyers and sellers

to markets.



Service Trade Query Planning Service Attributes

Market Context

# Audience Topic Recommending-Org

1 buy, sell High School iB [Astronomy] unspeci�ed

2 buy High School iB [Astronomy] Astronomy Today

3 buy iB [School] iB [Astronomy] unspeci�ed

4 sell High School iS [Science] unspeci�ed

5 sell iS [School] Black Holes unspeci�ed

6 sell unspeci�ed iB [Astronomy] unspeci�ed

Table 1: Existing Markets 1-6

3.1.2 Market-speci�c inferencing

Finding all the potential markets for an agent to

trade in requires that the Auction Manager employ

not only the taxonomy of good descriptions and

market operators; it also needs to know whether the

agent wants to buy or to sell a particular good.

To see why this is necessary, consider two agents,

one who wishes to buy a query planning service for

High School audience for Astronomy topics and one

who wishes to sell it. Note that in these descriptions

we refer back to the simpli�ed version of the audi-

ence and topic attributes taxonomy shown in Fig-

ure 1. In table form this service description looks

like:

Service Service Attributes

Audience Topic

Query Planning High School iB [Astronomy]

We represent the Astronomy topics as buyer's choice

because that makes the most sense for a query plan-

ning service. Since High School has no subclasses

under it, it was not necessary to use an operator to

describe how it is bundled. Next, suppose that Mar-

kets 1-6 in table 1 already exist. Notice that these

markets may include additional attributes, such as

Recommending-Organization, which were not speci-

�ed in the agent's service description. Similarly, the

markets may also lack attributes which are speci�ed

by an agent.

Both buyers and sellers could participate in Mar-

ket 1, since it exactly matches the service descrip-

tion. However, in Markets 2-6, whether an agent

can participate depends on the trading context (i.e.,

whether the agent wants to buy or sell the good).

In Market 2, the seller cannot participate since it

has not been recommended by Astronomy Today.

On the other hand, whether a service has been rec-

ommended or not is irrelevant to the buyer, so it

can participate.

In Market 3, a buyer can always choose High School

audience among the di�erent kinds of School audi-

ences o�ered. However, the seller's service is limited

to High School audiences and it cannot participate

in a School audiences market because buyers might

want to select Middle School audience or Profes-

sional audience.

In Market 4, a seller can participate since Astron-

omy is a Science and the seller has the right to

choose which kind Science it provides|in this case

the seller would always choose Astronomy. How-

ever, if a buyer were to participate, the query plan-

ning service the buyer got matched with might very

well be for Biology rather than Astronomy.

In Market 5, a seller who can o�er any Astron-

omy subtopics, can simply unbundle the Astronomy

subtopics and o�er Black Holes separately. On the

other hand, a buyer interested in Astronomy topics

may not want to con�ne its queries to Black Holes

but may be interested in Quasars also.

Lastly, in Market 6, the seller can participate in

a market with unspeci�ed audiences, since buyers

haven't speci�ed (don't care) what kind of audience

the query planning service is aimed at. However, a

buyer who speci�cally wants a High School audience

cannot.

The informal rules expressed in the example above



can be captured and used by the Auction Manager

to automatically match potential markets.

Rule Example

Generalize Operator1[class]

Attribute Class ! Operator2[superclass]

When buying: i
B [Astronomy]! i

B [Science]

iS [Astronomy]! i
B [Science]

N
[Astronomy]! i

B [Science]
J

[Astronomy]! i
B [Science]

When selling: i
B [Astronomy]! iS [Science]

iS [Astronomy]! iS [Science]
N

[Astronomy]! iS [Science]
J

[Astronomy]! iS [Science]

Choice Operator1[class]

Operators ! Operator2[class]

When buying: iS [Science]! i
B [Science]

When selling: i
B [Science]! iS [Science]

Unspeci�ed

Attributes

When buying: unspeci�ed! anything

When selling: anything! unspeci�ed

Table 3: Market inference rule examples.

For example, the Generalize Attribute Class rule in

Table 3 says that a buyer who wants topics on As-

tronomy, can be satis�ed in a market for buyer's

choice Science. Similarly, a seller who sells seller's

choice topics in Astronomy, can sell in a seller's

choice market for Science topics|for any customer,

the seller can always choose Astronomy as the topic.

By writing potential trades between markets as

transformation rules, we can use forward and back-

ward chaining to ask questions, such as what are all

the potential ways that this product could be sold.

These rules model how agents can bundle and

unbundle goods and choose from among bundled

goods. However, there is no guarantee that these

rules will terminate. In practice, both the number

of markets and the existing UMDL ontology are suf-

�ciently small that this has not been an issue. In

the future, we will need to place restrictions on the

rules of inference to be able to guarantee termina-

tion. Similar problems for automatic checking of se-

curity protocols using formal logics were addressed

by an automatic theory-checker generator [12].

3.1.3 Automatic market arbitrage

Our discussion of the inference rules in table 3 above

has implicitly made the assumption that selecting

the appropriate good from several others is a sim-

ple operation. For example, the Generalize Opera-

tor rule implies that an agent who wants to buy a

seller's choice Science query, iS [Science], can buy a

buyer's choice Science query, iB [Science], and pick

an arbitrary Science topic. There is clearly a po-

tential trade between the buyer and seller, which

can occur just by making an arbitrary selection be-

tween topics. If the choice is process is well-de�ned,

it could be automated either within an individual

agent or by having a specialized iB -to- iS arbitrage

agent created on demand to link the two markets.

xDecompose

x Bto

Join

B Sto

x

B

x

S

[Science]

[Science]

[Astronomy]

[Science]

[Astronomy]
Legend:

Good

Rule

Figure 3: Arbitrage Rules on structured Query

Planning Services

Figure 3 shows how these rules, using appropriate

control of the rule execution process, can generate a

large number of di�erent products, based on a few

simple transformations. This suggests that one-time

requests for products requiring simple transforma-

tions may be more e�ciently handled through auto-

matically generated arbitrage agents or by encoding

simple transformations within agents, compared to

starting up an entirely new market.

3.2 Noti�cation

Once a new market has been created, initially

only the Auction Manager and creating agent know

about it. For other agents to be aware of the new

auction, either they will have to periodically check

for new auctions or rely on a noti�cation service

to alert them, depending on their individual needs.

The Auction Manager serves as a focal point for

our noti�cation services since it both creates mar-

kets and accepts the original service requests from

agents.

Whenever an agent requests a market, it can ask



the Auction Manager to notify it if any new match-

ing markets are created. In order to determine if an

agent would be interested in a newly created auc-

tion, the Auction Manager compares its service la-

bel to the service label of the newly created auction

using the market matching described in Section 3.1.

If the agent's service can be exchanged there, then

the Auction Manager sends a notify message to the

agent telling it the new auction-id.

3.3 Data collection and information dis-
semination

Markets are not only means of trading, but also

a source of information about the price and other

terms under which trades may be made. Of course,

revealing this information may itself distort agent

behavior, and whether it will turn out to be a good

or bad idea to disseminate any market information

remains an open question. Two sources of market

data are described below.

One source is the data logged by the auctions. This

includes consumer and producer bid values, time of

bid arrivals, number and time of transactions, as

well as clearing prices. From this information, sum-

mary data such as bidding frequency, average price,

and price variance can be produced.

Another source of market data is the original ser-

vice request from an agent. Sometimes the Auction

Manager can exactly match an agent to a market,

otherwise the agent has to participate in a near-

match market. However, in the second case, the

Auction Manager knows both the original service

demanded and that an exact match for that ser-

vice could not be found. This information may be

valuable to sellers, upon being made aware of un-

met demands by buyers for services, they could es-

timate whether it would be worthwhile be willing

to invest in developing or specializing their agents

to meet that demand. By collecting and providing

this kind of data about current market activity and

demand for services, the Auction Manager can pro-

vide agents with information on which to base their

decisions about how to trade their services or when

it may be worthwhile to develop new ones.

Such market data can be used o�ine to evaluate

the e�ect that di�erent market creation and selec-

tion policies had on the market con�guration and

resulting system e�ciency and welfare. However,

exactly under what circumstances this information

should be made available, and to whom, depends on

the commerce community and is a matter of market

policy.

4 Market Policies

Market policies can serve to support and uphold es-

tablished business practices for a community as well

as account for system externalities such as market

creation costs. Policies can be implemented through

either rules or incentives. For example, policy issues

such as information access management [1], which

determine who may access what collections and un-

der what terms and conditions, are more naturally

handled as rules. On the other hand, objectives such

as increasing some social welfare criteria or provid-

ing a base level of library services to all patrons,

may be more naturally implemented as incentives,

perhaps subsidies or taxes.

Our focus is on policies related to market manage-

ment costs. Since the number of possible markets

is virtually unbounded, while the amount of net-

work resources and agent attention is not, we con-

sider what kinds of policies need to be employed to

restrict market creation and select reasonable mar-

kets. In Section 4.1, we discuss the sources of market

creation costs. In Section 4.2, we discuss the prob-

lem of who should decide what new markets can be

created.

4.1 Market creation costs

In an ideal system, where running an auction is a

cost-free proposition and agent decision costs are

not considered, there would be no reason not to al-

low any and all markets requested. However, this

ideal environment does not exist; running an auc-

tion is not cost-free.

Infrastructure costs include the computational and

network costs of actually running the auction and|

even more importantly|the resultant increase in

lookup and indexing costs. Clearly these costs must

accounted for through a policy which can set the

appropriate fees. One simple policy is to have a



uniform at fees charged for infrastructure usage.

For example, an auction might either charge a sin-

gle fee to the auction owner/initiator to run it for a

given time period, or charge smaller per-transaction

fees to individual auction participants. On the other

hand, a library policy might use system-level criteria

to promote auctions which the library considers ben-

e�cial to the system as a whole, perhaps by charging

less for them, or running them for free. A side ben-

e�t to having an explicitly stated policy, whether

system-oriented or not, is that it could be used to

provide guidance when choosing among a number of

potential auction speci�cations for a given product.

Agent decision complexity costs result with the in-

crease in market choices. If an agent can buy a ser-

vice from several related markets, the agent might

handle it in one of two basic ways. The �rst is to

trade simultaneously in multiple markets, facing the

risk of ending up with multiple outstanding commit-

ments. The second is to trade in only one market

at a time, facing problems of market liquidity where

there may be two parties willing to trade, but un-

able to do so since they are at di�erent markets.

Of course, an agent may make sequential o�ers at

di�erent markets, but this results in trading delays

and will not necessarily bring all parties together,

due to timing di�culties.

The Auction Manager can provide a vehicle to ex-

periment with alternative market-creation policies

by evaluating the resultant market con�gurations.

4.2 Market selection issues

Given the potentially unbounded number of markets

that can be created for a partially speci�ed service,

how do we decide which market should be created?

In the past, market selection has been addressed in

work on incomplete markets [10, 15], product di�er-

entiation [5], and industrial organization with trans-

action costs [23]. This work generally involved ana-

lyzing the e�ects for a known and static number of

markets.

When neither the exact number nor kind markets

can be known ahead of time, methods for compar-

ing and evaluating the bene�ts of di�erent market

con�gurations [7] will need to be developed. Using

such comparisons, we can hope to identify general

rules or incentives that promote commerce environ-

ments having increased e�ciency, pro�ts, surplus or

any number of other criteria. We are currently per-

forming small experiments to compare the e�ciency

and surplus for di�erent market con�gurations given

di�erent buyer and seller value distributions.

In the next sections, we consider the mechanics of

two particular market selection processes. The me-

chanics of the market selection process will have an

impact on what kinds of markets can be started

as well as the kind of rules and incentives which

can be used. In particular, who makes the deci-

sions about what auctions to create, is it the agents

(where agents can be humans or software) or the

Auction Manager? We argue that in some circum-

stances it may be more reasonable to have agents de-

cide while in others the Auction Manager, and both

should be supported. We also discuss the kinds of

information and incentive requirements needed for

each situation.

4.2.1 Agents decide

Under certain circumstances, it will make more

sense, or at least be more realistic, for agents to

determine which markets are created. For exam-

ple, when an agent represents an outside vendor,

especially a brand-name vendor, the vendor may

very well want to establish its own market. Also,

as buyer agents and/or recommending organizations

learn which information providers and kinds of ser-

vices they prefer, they should be free to establish

markets which capture these preferences [21].

However, allowing agents to decide which markets

to create means that the externalities involved in

creating an auction, such as the costs to the system

and other users, must be internalized in the form of

auction fees. The fees need to be set so as to provide

the right incentives for agents not to abuse the auc-

tion creation mechanism. We are in the process of

exploring how to set these fees. Some requirements

are that the fee structure needs to be kept simple,

as complicated schemes may create additional costs

that overwhelm the original system costs involved.

Reasonable choices include setting a small at fee

per auction transaction, a small percentage fee per

transaction or a rental fee per time period that the

agent who creates the auction pays.

In deciding whether to establish a new market, an

agent may �nd it useful to consider information

about related product auction prices, transaction



volumes and frequency, and unmet user demands.

This was discussed in Section 3.3

4.2.2 Auction manager recommends

The Auction Manager can provide an auction rec-

ommendation service by using auction- and good-

speci�c knowledge to pick reasonable auctions.

Thus having the Auction Manager recommend auc-

tions is not necessarily incompatible with having

agents deciding which auctions they want to cre-

ate. Agents can specify which service or auction at-

tributes they care about and the Auction manager

can �ll in the rest.

Some of these defaults are independent of the par-

ticular context. For example, no one would want

an auction for immediate query planning service to

have a clearing time of once a day. Also, if a mar-

ket is inactive for a certain amount of time it makes

sense to have it deactivate itself, since it can always

be restarted if necessary. However, choosing the ap-

propriate auction(s) will generally be a�ected by

user preferences, technology factors, and the mar-

ket environment. If an agent is a monopolist then

its de�nition of the best kind of auction will di�er

from one for a library agent who charges its marginal

cost.

A key question is how much does the Auction Man-

ager know about participating agents and what are

the criteria that it uses to determine the best auc-

tions. In the case of the outside vendors, we may

be able to support their choice of auctions in two

ways. The �rst is simply by using defaults to �ll in

partially speci�ed auctions with reasonable values.

The second is by using economic theory to set up

auctions depending on what kind of agent requests

it. For example, the Auction Manager can choose

an auction which is incentive compatible for buyers

or for sellers, but not both [24].

In the case of library agents, where the focus is more

oriented towards designing simpler agents to allo-

cate library services e�ciently, the Auction Man-

ager could have a library policy to determine which

are the best auctions to create. Due to the com-

plexity of the auction design space, a realistic li-

brary policy would have to be expressed in simple,

qualitative terms such as more market e�ciency is

better, lower transaction costs are better, less price

volatility is better, and so forth.

5 Conclusion

The Auction Manager is a market middleware com-

ponent providing services to support automated ne-

gotiation in a large-scale electronic commerce sys-

tems. Speci�cally it supports this by generating

and tracking auctions, matching agents to poten-

tial markets, and providing a means to notify agents

when markets of interest to them are created. We

have described how the Auction Manager can use

market-speci�c knowledge to recommend auctions

and how it can serve as a focal point for informa-

tion collection and dissemination.

Future work involves using the Auction Manager to

experiment with di�erent auction creation policies

and auction pricing policies and, based on the resul-

tant market con�gurations and market data, evalu-

ate their e�ectiveness in promoting speci�ed system

policies.
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